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1. The APOD-A nano satellite

Abstract
The Chinese APOD (Atmospheric density detection and Precise Orbit Determination) satellite, launched in
September 2015, is the first LEO (Low Earth Orbit) satellite co-locating three space-geodetic techniques
including VLBI. Being equipped with a dual-frequency GNSS receiver, an SLR retro-reflector and a VLBI
beacon transmitting DOR tones in the S and X band it can be considered as a first prototype of a geodetic
co-location satellite in space. Basically it is suitable to realize so-called space-ties, complementing the localties used nowadays to connect single-technique reference frame solutions in the ITRF combination. In this
contribution we discuss a series of VLBI observations of APOD which were carried out by the Australian
AuScope network (Lovell et al., 2013) in November 2016 (Hellerschmied et al., 2017). Building on
experience gained with the observation and correlation of GNSS satellites with VLBI systems (Plank et al.,
2017), we can now report on further developments and successful observations of the APOD satellite.

2. Scheduling & Experiments

(a) APOD visibility

 4 DOR tones per band:

(c) 318b – Schedule summary
(b) 318b – Possible APOD scans
Scan 2

Scan 4

3. Observations

Continuous satellite tracking

 ACU provide AzEl satellite tracking mode
 Input: List of time-tagged AzEl positions
e.g. in a one second interval
 Smooth interpolation between tracking
points and adaption of slew rates
 Recent APOD orbit predictions by BACC
used for tracking
 No FS support  Manual interaction
required for switching tracking modes
and loading tracking files

AuScope VLBI network





 S/X Carrier tones:

(a) After checking APOD
visibilities roughly for the
whole day (Nov. 12, 2016), (b)
definite scan times were
accurately determined and (c)
the final schedule including
quasars was set up in VieVS.

Satellite scheduling module in the Vienna
VLBI and Satellite Software (VieVS; Böhm
et al. 2012, Hellerschmied et al., 2015)

 Combination of quasar and satellite scans
 Orbit determination based on TLE data
 Generation of VLBI schedule files (VEX) and
antenna tracking files (AzEl time-series)

• Operator: Beijing Aerospace Control Center
(BACC)
• Size: 391 x 398 x 398 mm; weight: 25.88 kg
• Near polar (i≈97°) LEO orbit (~470 km alt.)
• Dual frequency GNSS receiver (GPS & Beidou)
• SLR retro reflector
• VLBI beacon (S and X band)

Three identical 12 m antennas
Fast slew rates (Az: 300 °Τ𝑚𝑖𝑛 , El: 75 °Τ𝑚𝑖𝑛 )
S/X band receivers + DBBC
AzEl tracking mode for satellites

𝑓𝐶,𝑋 = 8424.04𝑀𝐻𝑧;
𝑓𝐶,𝑆 = 2262.01𝑀𝐻𝑧
𝑓𝐷𝑂𝑅1,2 = 𝑓𝐶 ± 𝑓𝐶 /400;
𝑓𝐷𝑂𝑅3,4 = 𝑓𝐶 ± 𝑓𝐶 /2200

Physical layout of APOD-A with location of scientific
instruments (left: front view right: bottom view).

Date
Duration Code Stations
Targets
11.11.2016 33 min
316a Ke, Yg
APOD + quasars
12.11.2016 41 min
317a Hb, Ke
APOD + quasars
12.11.2016 35 min
317b Hb, Ke, Yg APOD + quasars
13.11.2016 26 min
318b Hb, Ke, Yg APOD + quasars
13.11.2016 26 min
318c Hb, Ke
APOD + quasars
13.11.2016 23 min
318d Ke, Yg
APOD + quasars
14.11.2016 40 min
319a Hb, Ke, Yg APOD + quasars
27.11.2016 24 h
a333 Hb, Ke, Yg APOD + quasars
Observed APOD sessions with AuScope in November 2016

 Only single baseline scans
 APOD scans embedded in
blocks of geodetic quasar scans
 Session a333: geodetic 24h
session with 760 quasar scans
and four APOD tracks
 APOD track duration max. a few
minutes
 The VLBI beacon has to be
activated prior to observations

Observation mode





Modified GEOSX setup
10 X and 6 S band channels (16MHz)
2 bit sampling
Continuous S-band channel allocation
due to RFI in lower S-band
 Used for satellite and quasar scans
 Multiple tones recorded in one channel
 Extracted by zoom bands in DiFX

Channel allocation
in APOD sessions.

4. Correlation & Analysis
Correlation with DiFX (Deller et al., 2007)
• Correlator input model (IM) for near field observations
calculated in VieVS

Fringe fitting
(fourfit)

 Iterative solution of the light time equation (e.g. Klioner, 1991)
 Final APOD ephemeris based on GNSS observations provided
by BACC  due to failure of the on-board GNSS receiver the
orbit accuracy is only ~ 10 to 30 m!

• 32 kHz zoom bands used to “extract” all tones
 Centered on S/X DOR & carrier tones
 Resolution: 1 kHz in frequency and 0.1 sec in time

Fringe fitting in fourfit (HOPS)
• Calculation of multiband delays using zoom bands

Mean amplitude and phase of cross-correlated S (left) and X band (right) zoom bands of session 318c.
 1 sec periodic amplitude variations indicate tracking inaccuracies (more pronounced in X band due
to smaller beam width)
 Fast phase wrapping indicate deficiencies in the IM  limited by rather inaccurate orbit data!

Fringe fitting results (by fourfit) for session 318c
 Smooth residual delays
 Generally high SNR  lower in X band most likely
due to pointing losses

5. Discussions & Conclusions
• Scheduling and generation of antenna control files (VEX and AzEl
tracking files) supported by the VieVS satellite scheduling module
• AuScope satellite tracking mode cannot be controlled through the FS
and requires manual interaction during experiments
• Tracking APOD is challenging due to the low orbit and narrow
antenna beam width especially in X band
 Great point losses in X band  only on-source for a fraction of the 1 sec
integration time in fourfit
 Fourfit does not allow time selection below the level of integer seconds

• APOD signal (DOR tones) are not well suited for delay determination
with standard tools used in the geodetic VLBI
 Poor ambiguity spacing: 0.2612 µsec in X and 0.9728 µsec in S band

• Low APOD orbit accuracy (~30 m)  Low a priori delay accuracy
 Low accuracy of the correlator input models cause high fringe rates
 How to derive accurate modeled delays for parameter estimation?

• Despite difficulties reasonable multiband delays could be calculated
with the available standard geodetic processing software
 Basis for further investigations on possible geodetic applications
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